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Issue 341
Issue 341 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the conflict-affected coastal
states of Somalia and Yemen and associated waters, as well as ongoing issues facing the
maritime industry in West Africa. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, security issues facing the
UK and incidents affecting maritime security are also reported and analysed.

The Security and Risk Report Series focuses on
•
•
•

Operational risks in areas of instability which could affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and
personnel ashore and at sea.
In country reporting on key countries where civil conflict are directly impacting on maritime operations; and
Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, piracy and other related criminal activity.

MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence specialises
in providing clients with a suite of products and services, including; political and economic risk analysis, detailed
port and vessel security briefs, vessel passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk management.
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts, MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service pertaining
to all maritime affairs.
Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter to keep abreast with these insightful weekly reports and more —
including real time security updates.
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Gulf of Guinea
The Nigerian Navy has denied claims made in local media last week that as many as 700 pirates had invaded
Ibaka, in Mbo Local Government Area, kidnapping five fishermen and stealing outboard engines. Commander
Samuel Olowookere said: “If over 700 pirates invaded Ibaka, by now, maybe I would have been dead, because
they would have over-run everything living thing within this area,” Punch reported on July 13th.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

country’s South-South region. The Director, Defence
Media Operations, Maj.-Gen. Bernard Onyeuko,
briefed the media that forces also discovered and
destroyed 34 wooden boats, 150 storage tanks, 119
ovens and 104 dugout pits. The Nigerian Observer
added on July 14th troops also recovered 4.3 million
litres of crude oil, 2.05 million litres of diesel and
30,000 litres of kerosene.

Pirates rob Rev Sister, kidnap passengers
in Calabar
Vanguard reported on July 16th that pirates had
attacked a passenger boat traveling from Calabar to
Oron, robbing the passengers as they travelled to
a wedding and kidnapping the men on board. The
alarm was raised by a female passenger, who called
the authorities and a timely response by Marine
Police and the Nigerian Navy sparked a chase, during
which the kidnappers released all of their victims
before fleeing, although additional reports claim
that two men remain captive.

Nigeria on track to de-list from War Risk
Insurance, says NIMASA
The Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety
Agency (NIMASA) has optimistically suggested that
the country could soon see its waters removed from
the War Risk insurance requirement, due to the
absence of piracy incidents in its TTW so far in 2022.
Business AM Live reported on July 13th that NIMASA
hopes that by September 2023, War Risk coverage
will no longer be required for vessels entering its
waters.

NDDC hands over ‘forensic’ vehicles to
security agencies
The Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC)
has given specialist forensic vehicles to several other
agencies in the Niger Delta, to allow them to process
evidence gathered on site at places such as illegal
refineries, in order to improve their legal processes
and ensure the timely capture of evidence, The
National reported on July 15th.

Tullow in talks to unlock Ghana gas
potential
Tullow Oil is looking to expand the Jubilee and
TEN oilfields offshore Ghana to extract potential
associated and non-associated gas reserves, the
company said July 13th, in an operational update

Military destroys 109 illegal refining site,
apprehends 24 oil thieves
The Nigerian Navy and personnel working under
the Operation Delta Safe mission have destroyed
109 illegal refining sites in a two-week period in the

For further information, please click here.

Gulf of Guinea Piracy & Maritime Crime Figures
2022
Incidents reported: 18 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
2021
Incidents reported: 56 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
Crew kidnapped: 46 (IMB, MDAT)
Vessels hijacked: 1 (MDAT-GoG)
2020
Incidents reported: 132 (MDAT-GoG)
Crew Kidnapped: 130 (IMB)
Vessels Hijacked: 3 (IMB)
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Indian Ocean Region
The Chairman of the EU Military Committee, General Robert Brieger, paid his first visit to Operation Atalanta
assets in Djibouti earlier this month, EU NAVFOR reported on July 12th. Gen Brieger visited the two units
permanently based in Djibouti as well as Spanish warship on operations with Atalanta.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

Al Shabaab are ‘no longer a threat’ to
LAPSSET Corridor

Iranian naval officer killed on ‘mission’

The Kenyan Star reported on July 18th that the
Somali-based terror group, Al Shabaab, are no longer
seen as a potential threat to the Lamu Port-Southern
Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor (Lapsset), which
was launched in March. Three new berths have
been built at Lamu port, although the project does
still face funding challenges. A large, multi-agency
security operation to remove Al Shabaab from the
region remains underway, although security has
improved significantly, the Kenyan government says.

A senior Iranian naval officer, Admiral Beitaleh
Devsalar, has reportedly died as a ‘martyr’ while
‘performing his mission’, Iranian media reported
on Saturday 16th. i24 News stated that this is the
latest in a series of mysterious deaths involving
senior Iranian military figures in recent months. The
circumstances behind Devsalar’s death have not
been reported.

Iran’s Navy Unveils Drone-Carrying
Division

Shipping snubs appeal to prevent Red
Sea slick

The Iranian Navy on Friday 15th unveiled its first
division of watercraft carrying various military
unmanned aerial vehicles, Iran’s state-run Tasnim
News reported. The naval division, which joined the
Iranian Navy’s southern fleet, consists of military
ships and submarines carrying a broad range of
combat, reconnaissance and suicide drones. The
UAVs on board the naval division include advanced
aircraft manufactured by the Iranian Army and the
Defence Ministry in cooperation with the knowledgebased centres, including Pelican, Homa, Arash,
Chamrosh, Jubin, Ababil-4 and Bavar-5 drones, which
flew over the Indian Ocean waters.

Tradewinds reported on July 15th that the United
Nations appeal to raise money to make repairs to the
FSO Safer, moored off Hodeidah in the Red Sea, has
been snubbed by shipping companies. The project
remains around $18 million short of its first target
after the private sector did not contribute to the
fund.

For further information, please click here.
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MAST Note: This chart will be replaced as soon as Admiralty UK releases the updated version.
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European Waters
The Financial Times reported on July 16th that a proposal by UK Foreign Secretary and leadership candidate, Liz
Truss, to send unwanted asylum seekers to Turkey has been rebuffed by the Turkish government. The country
reportedly said that it did not want to become a ‘refugee camp or border guard’ for another country.

Black Sea incidents

safeguards were not in place”. The government said
it had made “significant improvements” in the way it
deals with migrant arrivals.

On July 14th, The Guardian reported that the
potential deal to open a grain corridor in the Black
Sea to facilitate crucial exports from Ukrainian ports
was a step closer. An agreement between Turkey,
Russia and Ukraine could now be agreed at a further
meeting this week, with Turkey overseeing maritime
security and support for vessels at sea, and both
Russian and Ukrainian authorities inspecting cargoes
prior to shipment. Ukrainian President Zelenskiy’s
chief of staff, Andriy Yermak, said on social media
that a coordination centre would be created by the
three countries. “Its task will be to carry out general
monitoring and coordination of safe navigation in
the Black Sea,” he said. Drive reported on July 13th
that Russia is actively developing a new anti-ship
ballistic missile system, or ASBM, called Zmeyevik.
Russia’s TASS news agency reported that the project
has been in development with Russian Navy coastal
defence units for some time. The news comes as
Covert Shores reported on July 16th that the Russian
Navy has shifted the focus of its operations in the
Black Sea, and would appear to now be on a more
defensive footing around Crimea, possibly to protect
the Kerch Bridge, which is a crucial troop movement
and supply line. The bridge defences have recently
been bolstered with smoke deploying barges and
radar stations, suggesting that Russia is increasingly
concerned that Ukrainian missiles could reach the
region and interrupt its supply lines. Covert Shores
followed this report up on July 17th with news that
Russia has also deployed specially-trained dolphins to
guard Sevastopol.

Government abandoned migrant
pushback tactic after trials in Weymouth,
MPs hear
Controversial plans to use ‘pushback’ tactics against
small boats in the English Channel were abandoned
after trials in Weymouth, the Dorset Echo reported
on July 14th. UK Armed Forces Minister, James
Heappey, told MPs that the UK Ministry of Defence
had recommended the tactic not be employed,
following findings by Navy experts at the conclusion
of trials in Weymouth conducted by Royal Marines.

More than 14,000 migrants have crossed
the Channel by boat so far this year,
figures reveal
The UK’s Daily Mail newspaper reported on July 13th
that a total of 14,010 people had crossed the English
Channel from France into the UK since the beginning
of January 2022. They said that on the same day,
at least 100 people were brought in to Dover by a
Border Force vessel.

Royal Moroccan Navy brings 257
migrants back to shore
InfoMigrants said on July 13th that between July
9th and 12th, the Royal Moroccan Navy rescued 257
migrants in the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic.
Some were on-board ‘make shift’ boats and some
were even attempting to swim. The report says that
those rescued mainly came from sub-Saharan Africa.

Migrants arrive in Dover ‘wet and with
petrol burns’, watchdog says
BBC News reported on July 14th that migrants who
cross the Channel in small boats are arriving in Dover
soaking wet and with petrol burns, a watchdog says.
Chief inspector of prisons, Charlie Taylor, has raised
concerns about the Home Office’s “haphazard”
arrangements for Channel migrants. He said families
were “crammed into facilities where some basic

For further information, please click here.
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